Under-expanded j e t flows are calculated using an adaptive-refinement solution method for the axisymmetric Euler equations. The solution procedure is tree-based, and flux-vector splitting and a positive, linear reconstruction method are used. The refinement criterion, based on the divergence and curl of the local velocity, is shown to capture the flaw features adequately. Results are presented for a range of jet-tc+stream total pressure ratios, and for two jet Mach numbers. The resulting flows show a complex shock-shear-expansion structure, with Mach disks farming at high jet-to-stream pressure ratios. The location of the Mach disk is shown to he sensitive to the jet Mach number.
1 Introduction W Even a t relatively low altitudes, rocket exhaust jets are typically under-expanded. T h e structure of such undcrexpanded jet flows is rich, typically being comprised o f an external shock emanating from near the lip of the nozzle; a shear at the jet boundary; an expansion fan emanating from the lip of the nozzle; an intercepting shock emanating from the lip of the nozzle; a reflection of the intercepting shock; and, for very low back pressures:
a Mach disc; a slip line emanating from the intersection point of the intercepting shock and the Mach disc This structure, for a n axisymmetric jet, is diagrammed in Figure I .
Due to the highly nonlinear nature of these flows, the Euler equations are the lowest order of approximation that gives a reasonable model for the fluid physics. T h e use of the Euler equations, rather than a higher-order model, is predicated on the assumptions t h a t the Knudsen number is small, the Reynolds number large, and that there is negligible reaction in the jet flow. In general, these assumptions are relatively safe, except for the region near the jct boundary, where substantial mixing takes place [T. 641. Effeck of t,urbulent mixing, which can substantially alter the flow far downstream of the nozzle, are also neglected in this study. ' The hasic data structure used is a cell-based tree structure --"parent" cells are refined by spawning four "children" cells. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2 . Each cell has a pointer to its parent cell (if one exists) and to its fo~ir children cells (if they exist). T h e cells farthest down the hierarchy, that is, the ones with no children, are the cells 011 which tlie cslculation takes place. This tree structure contains all the connectivity information necessary to carry 0111 the flow calculations; no other connectivity information is stored. For instance, finding a neighbor cell requires, in tlh! best case, simply querying the parent cell for the location of anot,Iier of its children. In the worst case, the tree m l r . G t he traversed all tlie way to its root. More generally, the expected number of levels of the tree that must be Itrilverstd t,o find a neighbor asymptotes to
i.e. the neighboring cell is typically a grandchild of the current cell's grandparent
2.2
T h e generation of the initial mesh begins with the creation of the "root" cell. Its size is determined from the sin! 
Solution-Based Mesh Refinement
An adaptive mesh may be refined or coarsened based on the characteristics of the flow about the body. For steailystate calculations, refinement takes place only after a solution is sufficiently converged. At that point, cells are flaggcil for refinement based on two criteria. T h e first, based on the curl .I the velocity vector, senses regions in whicli rotationality is appreciable. T h e second, based on the divergence of the velocity vector, senses regions in which compressibility is important. Cells are flagged for refinement if either type of region is detected; cells are flagged for coarsening if neither type of region is detected.
For each computational cell, the rotationality criterion, r,, and the compressibility criterion, r,, are calculated Then the standard deviation about zero for both criteria, uT and u e , are calculated using only those cells which have a length scale L > L,i,, where L,i, is a minimum allowable cell size. Thus, if a cell is already a t its sinallcst allowable size, it will not be used in determining the standard deviations of the adaptation criteria. T h e effect of this is that, once a flow feature has been resolved, the refinement will look for other, weaker features t o resolve. T h e cell may, however, be Ragged for coarsening, since the Row feature that was once there may have moved or disappearcd.
Cells that have a length scale L > L,i, are refined if either the rotationality or compressibility criterion lie moue than one standard deviation away from zero, the value for uniform flow. Cells are flagged for coarsening if both tlrc compressibility and rotationality criteria lie within one-tenth of a standard deviation from zero. 
Reconstruction Procedure
In ordcr to evaluate the flux through a face, flow quantities are required a t both sides of the face. To achieve higher-order accuracy, solution-gradient information must be used. T h e path for the integration is constructed hy connecting the centroids of neighboring cells. Away from cut cells or cell-level differences, the eight immediate neighbors of a cell are used. Near a body, as few as four cells are used to construct the path. For a linear reconstruction, a minimum of three non-collinear cell-centers are required to form i i proper path. Some examples of the paths are slinwn i n Figure 3 to the normal path, with the X denot,ing tlie cell for which the gradient is being calcnlated. For the calculations in this paper, the only cells that require one-sided palhi itre those that lie along the wall of the nozzle. where 4 is a limiter, with a value between zero and one. In regions where being used; in regions where 4 = 0, a piecewise-constant reconstruction is being used. T h e limiter 4 is defined as = 1, a piecewise-linear reconstruction is T h e minimum and maximum over the neighbors are found by examining the values of W, used to determine 111, gradients; the minimum and maximum over thr cell are found by using the gradient to reconstruct CVk a t the coriicr' of the cell. Thus, the limiter acts to ensure that the values of Wk at the nodes of the cell for which the gradient is being calculated are bounded by the values of Wk that are used in calculating the gradient. Using a single limiter for the gradient of the vector W was found to give better convergence and smoother results, a t the cost of highcr dissipation. In standard MUSCL-type schemes [vL79], a separate limiter is typically used for each variable, and for each mesh direction, resulting in eight limiters for each cell.
Unfortunately, limiting can seriously hampcr the convergence to a steady state, with the nonlinearity of the scheme resulting in limit cycles. To combat this problem, the limiter values are "frozen" after a certain point in tlic convergence, using previously stored values of the limiter rather than recomputing them at each time step. Freezing the limiters allows the residuals to converge to machine zero.
Flux-Vector Splitting
T h e finite-volume form of the axisymmetric Euler equations can be written as
where A is the area of that cell, Az and Ay are the changes of I and y along a face (defined so that the integral is carried o u t in a counter-clockwise sense), and U , F, G and S are defined as
Defining the face length and the normal and tangential velocities as T h e function rzs reconstructed at the nodrs is multi-valiicd; tticre is one value resiilting from the representation i n each cell sharing that node. These multiple values at each node are averaged to yield a single accurate, boiindcd value there.
3 Results For Axisymmetric Under-Expanded J e t Flows Figure 5. T h e refinement criterion has detected the external shock, the intercepting shock and its reflection, the j e t boundary, and the rapid expansion a t the exit of the nozzle. Neither the pressure (Figure 6 ) nor the density (Figure 7) is affected by most of these features. In the density contours, the effect of the expansion dominates, and the reflected shock is visible, but the intercepting shock, the external shock and the jet boundary are nearly invisible. In the pressure contours, the results are similar, hut the jet boundary is totally invisible, as the pressure is constant across this surface. All of the features are apparent in the Mach number contours (Figure 8 ).
3.2
This case, depicted in Figures 9 and 10 , shows the effect of decreasing the total pressure ratio between the jet and thc stream. T h e flow is qualitatively very similar to the previous case. T h e features are weaker, and closer t o the nozzle exit. In particular, the intercepting shock does not form immediately at the lip of the nozzle; the characteristics from tliat point d o not coalesce until very near the axis of symmetry. T h e reflection of the shock is much more apparent.
T h e pressure and density contours for this case are not shown; a s in the previous case, the expansion is the dominant feature apparent in those variables.
3.3
This case, depicted in Figures 11 and 12 , shows the effect of increasing the total pressure ratio between jet and stream. At this higher pressure ratio, there is no longer a simple reflection of the intercepting shock from the axis; instead, ii large Mach disk is formed. T h e slip line emanating from the top of the Mach disk is as apparent as the jet boundary in this case. Also, because of the lower pressure of the outer stream, the jet boundary is more highly curved, and acceleration of the outer flow as it follows the jet boundary is apparent in the Mach contours.
T h e refinement criterioii ha5 again performed well, detecting all of the features of the flow. 
3.4
T h e effect of lowering the Mach nnmher of the jet and the flow is shown in Figures 13 and 14 . T h e results are qiialitatively very similar to the previous case, but the Mach disk has weakened, and moved closer to the exit of tile nozzle. Again, the mesh refinement has captured the dominant features of the Row. . Designing a refinement criterion that detects the shocks, the expansions, and the jet boundary is not straightforward, however. T h e scheme presented in this paper deals with the strong shocks that occur in these flows, and captures the disparate-strength features well. The resulting flows show complex shock/shear/expansion structnres, with Mach disks forming at high total-pressure ratios, and the position of the Mach disk sensitive to the Mach nnmher of the jet. --
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